Science
Lower Key
Stage 2

Year B
Summer
Term 1

Science skills
Developed through:




Observing
over time
Identifying,
grouping and
classifying



Pattern
seeking



Making and
developing
ideas





Sound
Read and spell with confidence - vocabulary:

Researching
using

Different materials

Scientific vocabulary:
Identify, describe, observe, compare, classify, investigate, create, explore, measure, explain, diagrams
Topic-specific vocabulary:
Sound, source, vibrate, vibration, travel, pitch (high, low), volume, faint, loud, insulation
What we want children to know:









Comparative
and Fair
Testing

Resources



Science skills to be developed:

Possible evidence:

Identify how sounds are made,
associating some of them with
something vibrating





Recognise that vibrations from
sounds travel through a medium to
the ear



Find patterns between the pitch of
a sound and features of the object
that produced it





Find patterns between the volume
of a sound and the strength of the
vibrations that produced it



Recognise that sounds get fainter as
the distance from the sound source
increases










Observe closely and classify a range
of solids
Observe closely and classify a range
of liquids
Explore making gases visible e.g.
squeezing sponges under water to
see bubbles, and showing their effect
e.g. using straws to blow objects,
trees moving in the wind
Classify materials according to
whether they are solids, liquids and
gases
Observe a range of materials melting
e.g. ice, chocolate, butter
Investigate how to melt ice more
quickly
Observe the changes when making
rocky road cakes or ice-cream
Investigating melting point of
different materials e.g. ice,
margarine, butter and chocolate
Explore freezing different liquids e.g.
tomato ketchup, oil, shampoo
Use a thermometer to measure
temperatures e.g. icy water (melting),













Can name sound sources and state
that sounds are produced by the
vibration of the object.
Can state that sounds travel through
different mediums such as air, water,
metal
Can give examples to demonstrate
how the pitch of a sound are linked
to the features of the object that
produced it
Can give examples of how to change
the volume of a sound e.g. increase
the size of vibrations by hitting or
blowing harder
Can give examples to demonstrate
that sounds get fainter as the
distance from the sound source
increases
Can explain what happens when you
strike a drum or pluck a string and
use a diagram to show how sounds
travel from an object to the ear
Can demonstrate how to increase or
decrease pitch and volume using
musical instruments or other objects

Musical instruments

Science
secondary
sources







tap water, hot water, boiling water
(demonstration)
Observe water evaporating and
condensing e.g. on cups of icy water
and hot water
Set up investigations to explore
changing the rate of evaporation e.g.
washing, puddles, handprints on
paper towels, liquids in containers
Use secondary sources to find out
about the water cycle




Can use data to identify patterns in
pitch and volume
Can explain how loudness can be
reduced by moving further from the
sound source or by using a sound
insulating medium

Science

